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LCI EXPERIENCING BUSIEST EVER YEAR
_________________________________

11 October, 2016 – Lease Corporation International (LCI), the aviation division of the Libra
Group, is experiencing its busiest and most successful year to date in 2016, with its fleet,
customer base and operation all rapidly expanding.

The leading helicopter lessor now has 35 helicopters in its own lease portfolio, and expects
to have a total of 40 in operation by the year end, largely made up of Leonardo AW139,
AW169 and AW189 aircraft.

A total of 18 new helicopters will be delivered to LCI this year alone, and all are being placed
with operators and undertaking a variety of roles including emergency medical services,
offshore wind energy servicing, search and rescue, and oil and gas.

To cater for the growing size of its operation, LCI has created six new positions. These
include the recent appointment of Christopher Grainger as Vice President Marketing for the
EMEA region, along with five additional executives in the operational, legal and financial
departures.

Crispin Maunder, Executive Chairman of LCI, says: “2016 is without doubt turning out to be
our most successful year to date. By carefully managing our order book, and ensuring a
diversified approach to helicopter placement, we are seeing ever-increasing demand for the
new medium sized helicopters entering our fleet.

“We are currently taking delivery of at least one helicopter each month, and placing them in
a variety of different roles, with EMS currently the fastest growing sector.”

LCI’s helicopter division comprises a fleet of 90 helicopters delivered or on order or under
management, including the market-leading AgustaWestland AW139, AW169 and AW189
helicopters and next-generation Airbus Helicopters’ H175.
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Charlie Hampton / Pedro Sismeiro
Bell Pottinger
Tel: +44 20 3772 2519 / 2514
E-Mail: champton@bellpottinger.com

Simon Walsh
Communications Manager, Libra Group
Tel: +44 20 7245 8700
E-Mail: simon.walsh@libra.com

About Lease Corporation International (LCI)
Since its inception in 2004, LCI has acquired fixed wing and rotary aircraft with a value of around
US$6 billion. LCI is owned by Libra Group (www.libra.com), an international business group with 30
subsidiaries operating across six continents. Libra Group’s subsidiaries are focused on six sectors:
aviation, energy, finance and diversified, hospitality, real estate and shipping.
www.lciaviation.com


